
Deprivation of rights (Octorara School District)

From RobertSmithPA@protonmail.com <RobertSmithPA@protonmail.com>

To dryan@chesco.org, O'Donnell, John C.<jodonnell@chesco.org>

CC RobertSmithPA@protonmail.com

Date Monday, March 14th, 2022 at 10�05 AM

An attempt was made to leave a voice mail with Detective O'Donnell along with sending an email today.
Unfortunately, the email appears to be blocked being received.  I cannot CC you on that email  as it is blocked but, I
am including some details which were contained in that email to help validate and enumerate the concerns and
violations.

This is a portion of what was sent, in addition to the attached document specifying the policy 903 being used among
the majority of school districts to unconstitutionally criminalize or silence free speech.  

Detective O'Donnell,
An attempt to connect with you today was unsuccessful and a voice mail was left. While it is not obligatory to provide
the following information as citizens are not receiving reasonable interaction from public servants, citizens have a
duty to be reasonable with public servants (according to the supreme court).  

I am hopeful that you will agree that I have been consistent in attempting to be respectful and professional. I  agree,
that I may have not been very specific in my communication. My reasoning was to provide every reasonable
opportunity for public servants to correct their course of action and honor their oath. Unfortunately, the way our
legal/justice system has evolved over the decades, the burdens put upon citizens are pretty overwhelming to ensure
public servants honor their oath. 

I want to stipulate that all of my actions have been lawful, respectful and professional and been taken directly from
the obligations the Supreme Court has set forth for citizens. A conversation regarding that may happen at a different
time if I am ever engaged for such a conversation.

I am sharing with you at this point, a degree of my preparedness in the event public servants continue to violate their
oath and I attempt to address it in the manner the Supreme Court Requires. I am hopeful that I will encounter a
positive, and lawful correction to mis-steps, mis-representations and abolishment of unlawful policies which Deprive
Citizens Rights.

However, the Supreme Court has determined that is not a reasonable expectation and a citizen is required to be
"reasonable" to protect and inform public servants.  To demonstrate my best efforts in regard to this, I am sharing a
few things with you.

This is the background information regarding the Deprivation of Rights for just (1) school, but I have evidence for
multiple schools within Chester County and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

https://rliffm2axr.productdyno.com/


In the event, I attend a public board meeting and the board attempts to violate my rights, I will be placing all offending
board members under private person arrest and calling 911 to get an officer to officiate the arrest. I am hopeful that is
handled professionally and respectfully according to the law, policies and procedures. However, in the event, the
school board attempts to criminalize my law abiding activities I am prepared.

I will simply present a small card, to the security guard, police or State Troopers which will have a link to how I will
conduct myself.  

I cannot rely upon a public servant doing due diligence when conducting an investigation for they have significant
latitude and protections to respond impulsively. It is unfortunate that a law abiding citizen might encounter an attitude
which is "you might be the charges, but you will never beat the ride." While I hope that does not happen, one must be
prepared.

In the event I become unlawfully arrested, I will not be identifying myself, and will need to be brought before the
judge. Fortunately, I have information available in advance for the judge as well.  In the event I am brought before the
judge, I will merely audibly state a url link which will afford the judge to have greater context prior to attempting to
threaten me with contempt when no evidence is available of my private person committing a crime.  This would be for
the Judge

While the timing of this information may not be convenient, it is very reasonable when a citizen has been treated so
unreasonably.

Regards,
Robert Smith
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